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CAHA strategic Plan 2021-2025

Concept Description Budget 

(M€)

CAHA01 New instrument  for 3.5m Next generation of cutting-edge instrumentation. 

Optical, mechanical and control design, assembly, 

integration and verification. Viability study, conceptual 

design, preliminary stage and development.

6,5

CAHA02 Upgrade of telescope 

control systems (TCS)

3.5m, 2.2m and TCS date back from year 2007, and 1994 , 

respectively. A modern and unified control system is 

required for all the facilities; it would minimize the 

maintenance tasks and allow us to implement new 

observation tools.

0,5

CAHA03 Upgrade of the CAHA 

Energetic Island 

Upgrade of CAHA energetic Island based on set of 

batteries to take advantage of the excess of energy 

produced during day-time, acquisition of windmill, and 

electric cars. 

0,5

CAHA04 New instrument for the 

2.2m

Next generation of cutting-edge instrumentation. 

Optical, mechanical and control design. Viability study, 

conceptual design, preliminary stage and development.

1,0



CAHA strategic Plan 2021-2025

Concept Description Budget 

(M€)

CAHA05 Upgrade of CARMENES A new calibration unit based on two Fabry-Perot units 

anchored to a single laser comb is proposed, as well as 

an upgrade of the CARMENES NIR cooling system. The 

current performance of the instrument fulfills the initial 

technical requirements, achieving a radial velocity (RV) 

accuracy of about 2-3m/s in the visible channel and 5-

6m/s in the near-infrared one

0,75

CAHA06 CAFÉ upgrade New CAFE vacuum vessel. 0,6

CAHA07 Telescope auxiliary 

systems. Air compressors, 

water and oil 

refrigerating machines.

The current chillers of the telescope hydraulics are 

obsolete and date back from the years 1978 (2 units) and 

1996 (2 units) . A substitution is needed due to aging of the 

equipments, lack of spares and low energetic efficiency. 

Screw air compressors, industrial cooling machine.

0,15

CAHA08 CAHA Network and 

Data Archive

Increase the capabilities of the CAHA network and CAHA 

data archive

0,2



Call 2020. Legacy programs and new instrumentation

4

Very successful call (12 proposals):

2 new instruments + legacies
6 Legacy programs for the 3.5m.
4 New instruments + legacies
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Strategic Plan 2021-2025:

Feasibility studies for the new instrumentation

GAMAICA                      TARSIS
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CAHA SAC decided to proceed (June 2020):



Process to select new instrumentation:

 Same steps followed as with CARMENES in 2009 and recommended by RIA for new 
instrumentation. 

 In March-20, Call for new instrumental cases:

 6 instrumental projects.

 SAC recommends two programs (GAMAICA and TARSIS) to ensure that one will be selected.

 May 21, both studies are presented 

 October-21 SAC prepared final report of recommendations.

FINAL DECISION: CAHA EC is still deliberating on the next steps to follow but a firm decision is expected 
before the end of April 2022.



CAHA SAC preselected two candidates

 GAMAICA: IAA-CSIC, AIP, UGR, UNAM, LSW, MPIA, Liverpool

 TARSIS: UCM, IAA-CSIC, US, UGR, UAL, INAOE, CAB-CSIC/INTA



TARSIS – CATARSIS survey
 Observations: Spectroscopy of galaxy clusters, at distances between 1900 and 2700 million light years, the time when 

they accumulated ¼ of their present mass.  Spectra of all galaxies in the cluster down to the very small ones and covering 
the entire cluster down to the filaments that feed it.. 

Goals: 

 To validate the basic predictions of the standard cosmological model :

→ unprecedented cosmological test + measurement of expansion of the universe + measurement of existing biases in 
large photometric mappings.

 Study the nature of dark energy and dark matter, and explore new physics : by studying alignments between galaxies 
and filaments, we will be able to determine the degree of interaction of dark matter with itself, shedding light on the 
nature of dark matter.

 To study the formation of galaxies in relation to their environment : What is really novel is the study of clusters of 
galaxies that have filaments.  The galaxies are altered in the clusters, but it is not known what happens in the filaments.



Why has it not been done before?

Thanks to the combination: large field + sensitivity in the blue + coverage in λ : 

• Wavelength coverage and the large field make it possible to compete with 
the world's largest telescopes in the search for distant galaxies and to 
characterize their properties using those same observations (below). 

• Image slicer ->provides also imaging…

TARSIS – CATARSIS survey

It will be able to answer, among others, the questions:
• what kind of galaxies were forming stars when the universe 

reached its highest rate of star formation?
• Why did the formation slow down afterwards?
• What is the role of black holes in regulating star formation?



New INSTRUMENTATION: TARSIS

FoV→ 9 arcmin2

R ~1000 to maximize coberture and transmission

WLR: 3200 (unique in the world) – 7600 Å

Budget: 7.9Mill including contingency:

Expected development: 2021-2026



TARSIS : Opportunities for industry



GAMAICA
Two science cases (M31 and VIRGO)

 Observations of M31:

 cover approximately 100 million ly², at a 
resolution of <1 ly to obtain a catalog of 1600 HII 
regions with properties such as age, size, 
temperature, etc.,

 Catalog of 200,000 stars with properties such as 
radial velocity, temperature, etc.



GAMAICA
 Virgo Cluster:

Cubes of 53 galaxies of different morphology.

Compilation of environmental parameters, age maps, metallicities, kinematics.

 It is the closest cluster of galaxies and the one that provides the best spatial resolution.

We know its X-ray structure, therefore the orientation of the magnetic field.



GAMAICA: the instrument

 FoV 1 arcmin² + fibers on the sky

 3900 fibres in 6 spectrographs

 R 2200-2800 (about 100 km/s)

 WL (2 modes): 
3680-6900 Å
4300-6900 Å

 Budget FS: 4,121,326€ 

 Development time:  2021-2026

IFU with larger field of view with
continuous coverage and higher
spatial resolution in the Northern
Hemisphere



GAMAICA : Opportunities for industry



Isla Energética. A reality….

 Isla Energética. ICTS-2017-07-CAHA-4, CAHA-16-CE-3978. 396.482€

 350kW photovoltaic park

 Reduction of about 159 ton CO2 per 
year.

 Energy bill reduction 48%.

 International benchmark

 Working since March 2022

 Electric cars



Isla Energética. A reality…

 Isla Energética. ICTS-2017-07-CAHA-4, CAHA-16-CE-3978. 448.291€

 Biomass boiler:

 850kW

 Pellets.

 Replacement of diesel boilers.

 Reduction in the heating bill around 
50%.

 March 2022



More opportunities for industry

Isla Energética: Upgrade to energy accumulation, exploration of 
windmill at site, etc.

Upgrade of telescope control system

Supplies as air compressors oil refrigerating machines



Thanks for your attention
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